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About Us
In 2009, Medixsoft Company was established with the aim of
assisting clients in the education and healthcare sectors to enhance
performance, navigate complex regulations, reduce costs, recover
from distress, leverage technology, and drive growth. Our company
works closely with clients to deliver sustainable and measurable
results. We serve a diverse range of organizations, including leading
academic institutions, healthcare organizations, Fortune 500
companies, and medium-sized businesses.

In 2022, Medixsoft underwent a rebranding process and emerged as
eKohi Technologies, following the successful development of a
series of educational software solutions tailored to address the
specific challenges faced by school districts and universities. This
expertise positions eKohi as the preferred choice for clients seeking
tangible results.



MyPD 
The MyPD module developed by eKohi Technologies is an all-inclusive event management software
designed for districts' professional development needs. It offers several features and conveniences to
facilitate effective planning and streamline the registration and access process for educators. Additionally,
it provides district-specific reports and integrates with the eSkoolz Mobile App for attendance purposes.
Here is an overview of the module's features

Event Management1.
Student System & HR System Integration2.
Mobile Integration / Attendance3.
Participant Management4.
Facility Management5.
Single-Sign-On (SSO)6.
Event Calendar7.
Waitlist Management8.
Template Branding9.
Compliance Tracking10.



1) Event Management

Event Registration
Notifications and Reminders
Customization and
Configuration

MyPD's event management feature provides a comprehensive solution for handling professional
development events within the district. It streamlines the entire process, making it easier for administrators
to plan and organize events while ensuring a seamless experience for participants. Here's some examples on
how MyPD assists with event management:



Event Registration



2) Student System & HR System Integration

Daily Data Sync
Student Information Sync
Data Consistency

The Student System Integration feature in MyPD ensures seamless synchronization between the module and
the district's Student Information and Human Resources systems. By integrating with these systems, MyPD
keeps the information current and eliminates the need for manual data entry or duplicate records. Here's
how the integration works:



3. Mobile Integration / Attendance

The Mobile Integration / Attendance feature in
MyPD facilitates seamless attendance management
through integration with eSkoolz's mobile platform.
This integration enables remote check-in and check-
out for participants using QR codes, ensuring
accurate attendance tracking. Here's how this
feature works:

Integration with eSkoolz Mobile Platform
QR Code Check-In/Check-Out
Remote Attendance Tracking
Real-Time Syncing
Attendance Reporting



4) Participant Management Registration Tracking
Registration Status Updates
Credit Hours and Certification
Attendance Management
Participant Communication
Surveys & Workshop
Evaluations
Participant Reports

Participant Management is a key feature of MyPD, which enables
efficient tracking and management of registered participants
throughout the professional development process. Here's an overview
of how MyPD handles participant management:



Attendance Management



Surveys & Workshop Evaluations



5) Facility Management

Facility Management is a crucial feature of MyPD that helps
districts efficiently manage the reservation and usage of meeting
rooms for professional development events. Here's how the
module handles facility management:

Meeting Room Reservation
Location Assignments
Usage Reporting



6)  Single-Sign-On (SSO)

MyPD utilizes the district's authentication system, such as Active Directory or LDAP, for Single Sign-On. This
means that educators and administrators can access MyPD using their existing district credentials without the
need for separate login information.



7) Event Calendar

Overview of Upcoming Events
Dynamic Parameters
Administrative View
Integration with iCal
Notifications and Reminders

The Event Calendar feature in MyPD provides a convenient and
comprehensive view of upcoming professional development
events. It offers various functionalities and integration capabilities
to enhance event scheduling and planning. Here's an overview of
the Event Calendar feature:



Event Management



8) Waitlist Management
Capacity Management
Waitlist Option
Waitlist Registration
Automatic Notifications
Time Limit for Response
Registration Confirmation

Waitlist Management is a valuable feature of MyPD that allows users to
join a waiting list if their preferred workshop or event has reached its
capacity. This feature ensures that participants have an opportunity to
attend the event if spots become available due to cancellations or
changes. Here's how the Waitlist Management feature works:



9) Template Branding
Customization of Branding
Visual Consistency
Familiarity and Recognition
Professional Appearance
Enhanced User Experience

MyPD offers template branding capabilities, allowing customization to
reflect the School District's branding. This includes incorporating the
district's color schemes and visual elements throughout the software.
Consistent branding and design are maintained across devices,
ensuring users can easily recognize and familiarize themselves with
MyPD. Here's more information about these features:



10) Compliance Tracking
Compliance Tracking
Unified Transcripts
Reporting and Compliance
Checks

MyPD includes features to assist School Districts in tracking mandated
Texas Education Agency (TEA) continuing education credit hours for
educators. The module enables efficient tracking of accreditation
records and provides unified transcripts for educators to easily view
their aggregate continuing education credit hours. Here's how MyPD
handles compliance tracking and accreditation records:



Compliance Tracking
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